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Abstract

A mathematical model for a semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion polymerization was developed. The model includes the most distinctive

features of the copolymerization of a cationic hydrophilic monomer with a hydrophobic one, including polymerization of the hydrophilic

monomer in the outer shell of polymer particles and in the aqueous phase, and the possibility of having radical concentration profiles in the

polymer particles.

The reactions were carried out by means of a semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion polymerization under starved conditions for styrene,

which was the main monomer employed.

The model predicts the evolution of the fractional overall conversions, the thickness of the outer shell, the total surface charge density and the

partial conversions for the semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion polymerization of styrene and aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride.

Furthermore, the model can distinguish between the surface charge density provided by the cationic monomer than that given by the cationic

initiator. Therefore, this model can predict the best conditions to obtain well-defined latexes with specific amounts of surface amino and amidine

groups useful for immunoassays.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Functionalized latex particles with well-defined character-

istics, such as uniform particle size, amount of functional

groups, and location of these functional groups within the

particles, are of great interest in diagnostics for the

quantification of numerous biomolecules in different biologi-

cal fluids. They possess a number of benefits, including ease

of production, homogenous procedure and relatively high

analytical sensitivity. Furthermore, immuno-reagents are

more stable if functionalized particles bind proteins cova-

lently, because the chemical attachment is very stable over

time.

The use of amino-functionalized particles has several

advantages over other functionalities (the binding agent,

glutaraldehyde, is more stable than carbodiimide; it can be

used to form spacer arms and allows a good antibody
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orientation) [1,2]. In order to use this kind of particles in

immunoassays, monodisperse, stable particles, of known

surface amino group density are required.

Up to now, almost all of the studies carried out on the

synthesis of functionalized latex particles have been empirical

in nature, and it is difficult to predict the best conditions to

obtain functionalized latexes with a specific surface functional

group density.

The prediction and attainment of the optimum process to

achieve the desired product by previously specifying its

characteristic can be carried out through mathematical

modeling. However, current knowledge of emulsion polymer-

ization permits only a limited understanding of the mechanisms

involved by fitting experimental data in a polymerization

system.

In this work, a mathematical model for the semicontinuous

seeded cationic emulsion copolymerization of aminoethyl

methacrylate hydrochloride (AEMH) and styrene (S) is

presented. The model includes the most distinctive features

of this copolymerization. It takes into consideration the

polymerization and partitioning of the cationic monomer

AEMH in the aqueous phase and in the outer shell of
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the growing polymer particles, and the possibility of having

radical concentration profiles in the polymer particle.

Furthermore, the main effort in this model has been focused

on the prediction of the outer shell thickness (d) and total

surface charge density (s) during the reaction, and the

distinction between the surface charges provided by the

cationic monomer (sAMINO) from that given by the cationic

initiator (sAMIDINE). Moreover, polymerization-related

features, such as the evolution of the partial overall

conversions of S and AEMH are also predicted.
2. Experimental section

The experimental results used in this model have been

described in a previous paper [3], which reported the results

obtained in the semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion

polymerization of styrene and AEMH on varying the amount

of cationic monomer in the feed. Six polymerizations with

different amounts of cationic monomer (AEMH) were carried

out. The amidine groups on the polymer particles were

provided by the cationic initiator 2,2 0-azobis(N,N 0-dimethy-

leneisobutyramidine) dihydrochloride (ADIBA), and the

amino groups were provided by the cationic monomer

AEMH.
3. Model description

In this work, the most important colloidal feature to predict

is the density of surface functional groups on the latex

particles. Therefore, a mathematical model, which is based on

that of de la Cal and Asua [4] for seeded emulsion

polymerization stabilized by polymerizable surfactants, was

developed. The model presented here considers the fact that the

polymeric particles synthesized are also charged polymeric

colloids.

The model incorporates the following features and

assumptions:

First, a seeded semicontinuous emulsion copolymerization

of a hydrophobic monomer (styrene, S) and a hydrophilic-

cationic one (AEMH, A) is considered.

Second, styrene homopolymerizes in the core and copoly-

merizes in the outer shell of polymer particles, and AEMH

copolymerizes with styrene in the outer shell and homo-

polymerizes in the aqueous phase.

Third, from a kinetic point of view, the polymer particles are

monodisperse in size.

Fourth, the thickness of the outer shell (d) increases by

copolymerization of styrene and AEMH, and is calculated as

d Z rpKrpcore (1)

where rp is the particle radius and rpcore is the core radius.

Fifth, when water-soluble initiators are used, surface

anchoring of the hydrophilic entering radicals may yield a

radical profile in the polymer particles. With this radical

profile in the polymer particles the average concentration of
radicals, as well as the consumption of each monomer (S and

A), in the core and in the outer shell can be quantified

separately. Methods to calculate this concentration profile

have been proposed [5,6], but for the purposes of the present

work, the arbitrary profile used by de la Cal and Asua [4] is

used:

½R� Z a Cb
r

rp

� �2

(2)

where r is the radial distance, rp is the particle radius, b is

a parameter that determines the steepness of the radical

concentration profile, and a is a parameter that takes into

account the average number of radicals per particle

(calculated by means of Eq. (10)).

Sixth, monomer partitioning follows thermodynamic

equilibrium.

Seventh, the gel effect was taken into account for the

termination kinetic constant in polymer particles.

Eighth, the amount of surface amidine groups on the

polymer particles is a function of the ratio AEMH/Styrene

feed.

Ninth, all the cationic amino monomer polymerized in the

particles contributes to the surface charge density. This means

that there are no buried amino groups provided by the cationic

monomer inside the particles.
3.1. Monomer material balances

The material balance for styrene (S) is the following:

dS

dt
ZKkpSS½ �R�coreVcore½S�p

Np

NA

K kpSSPshell
S CkpASPshell

A

� �
½ �R�shellVshell½S�p

Np

NA

CFS (3)

In this equation, the first term of the right-hand side

member represents the homopolymerization of styrene in the

core, and the second, the copolymerization with the cationic

monomer (A) in the outer shell; S is the total number of

moles of styrene in the reactor; kpij are the propagation rate

constants; P
j
i are the probabilities of having a radical with

an ultimate unit of type i in the phase j; ½ �R�core and Vcore

are the average concentration of radicals in the core and the

volume of the core; ½ �R�shell and Vshell are the average

concentration of radicals in the shell and the volume of the

shell; [S]p is the concentration of styrene in the polymer

particles; Np is the total number of polymer particles in the

reactor; NA is Avogadro’s number; and FS is the molar feed

rate of styrene.

In the shell, the probabilities are those of an emulsion

copolymerization [7]

Pshell
S Z

kpAS½S�p

kpAS½S�p CkpSA½A�p
(4)

Pshell
A Z 1KPshell

S (5)
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The material balance for the cationic monomer AEMH (A)

is:

dA

dt
ZK kpSAPshell

S CkpAAPshell
A

� �
½ �R�shellVshell½A�p

Np

NA

KkpAA½R�wVw½A�w CFA (6)

In this equation, the subscript w refers to the aqueous phase;

the first term of the right-hand side member represents the

copolymerization of A with styrene, and the second term

expresses the homopolymerization of AEMH in the aqueous

phase; A is the total number of moles of AEMH in the reactor;

[A]p is the concentration of AEMH in the shell of the polymer

particles; [R]w and Vw are the concentration of radicals in the

aqueous phase and the volume of water; and FA is the molar

feed rate of AEMH.
3.2. Initiator and water material balances

The material balances for initiator and water are:

dI

dt
ZKkII CFI (7)

dw

dt
Z FW (8)

where I is the total number of moles of cationic initiator; kI is

the rate coefficient for initiator decomposition; FI is the molar

feed rate of the cationic initiator; w is the total number of moles

of water; and FW is the molar feed rate of the water.
3.3. Balance of radicals

In order to calculate the values of the average concentration

of radicals in the core ½ �R�core and in the shell ½ �R�shell, and the

concentration of radicals in the aqueous phase [R]w required in

the monomer material balances, two steps are required: (i)

calculate the average number of radicals per particle (ñ), and

(ii) apply the radical profile in the polymer particles.

The balance of radicals in the aqueous phase is:

2ktw½R�
2
wVw Cka½R�w

Np

NA

Z 2fkII Ckd �n
Np

NA

(9)

where ktw is the average termination rate constant in the

aqueous phase; ka and kd are the radical entry and exit rate

coefficients, which will be calculated later; f is the efficiency

factor for initiator decomposition; and �n is the average number

of radicals per particle given by Ref. [8]

�n Z
2ka½R�w

kd C
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

d C4ka½R�w4ðktp=vpNAÞ
q (10)

4 Z
2ð2ka½R�w CkdÞ

2ka½R�w Ckd C ðktp=vpNAÞ
(11)

where ktp is the average termination rate constant in the

polymer particles and will be calculated later; and vp is the
volume of the polymer particle. Once �n is known, the value of a

in Eq. (2) for each (a/b) value can be calculated using the

following expression:

�n Z

ðrp

0

a Cb
r

rp

� �2� 	
4pr2dr (12)

The average concentration of radicals in the core of the

particle is:

½ �R�core Z

Ð rpcore

0 a Cbðr=rpÞ
2

� �
4pr2dr

4=3pr3
pcore

(13)

The average concentration of radicals in the outer shell is:

½ �R�shell Z

Ð rp

rpcore
a Cbðr=rpÞ

2
� �

4pr2dr

4=3p rpKr3
pcore

� � (14)

This model differs from that proposed by de la Cal and Asua

[4] in the thickness of the shell in which the copolymerization

takes place. For de la Cal and Asua, the surfmer polymerization

occurs in the outer shell with a constant value of thickness, and

in this work the value of the thickness changes as

copolymerization proceeds, increasing together with the

copolymer formed.
3.4. Entry and exit of radicals into particles constants

The rate coefficient for radical absorption into the particles

depends on the particle size. It has been proposed that this

dependence may be taken into account by means of the

following equation [9]:

ka Z k*
a dpa1 (15)

Where k*
a includes all the terms of the absorption kinetic

constant except for the particle size dependence, and a1 is a

constant that depends on the particle size. Lopez de Arbina

et al. [10] studied the emulsion polymerization of styrene over

a wide range of experimental conditions, finding that radical

entry was consistent with the diffusional entry mechanism [11],

that is a1Z1. In the present work, the values of a1 and k*
a

obtained by Lopez de Arbina et al. [10] and Mendoza et al.

[12], respectively, were used.

The radical desorption rate constant is assumed to be the

sum of the rate coefficients in the core and in the shell:

kd Z kdcore Ckdshell (16)

For the core, the desorption rate constant is given by the new

model recently proposed by Asua [13], taking into account the

radius of the core and the variable value of the thickness of the

shell (d).

kdcore Z lcore

gcoreNA

hcoremS

1K
lcoreNp

lcoreNp CkpSS½S�w C2ktw½R�w

� �

(17)
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Where [S]w is the concentration of styrene in the aqueous

phase. Other parameters appearing in Eq. (17) are:

gcore Z
kfSS½S�p

vpNADp

(18)

hcore Z
kpSS½S�p

Dp

(19)

lcore Z
4pDwrpcore

1 C Dw

Dh

d
rpcore

C Dw

DpmS

1
rpcore

ffiffi
h

p
core coth rpcore

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hcore

p
ð ÞK1

(20)

Where kfSS is the transfer rate kinetic constant of styrene; vp is

the volume of the polymer particle; Dp, Dh and Dw are the

diffusion rate coefficient in the polymer particles, hairy layer,

and in the aqueous phase, respectively; and mS is the partition

coefficient of styrene radicals in the shell [13].

For the shell, the desorption rate constant is the sum of the

desorption rate coefficients for styrene and cationic monomeric

radicals.

kdshell Z kdshellS CkdshellA (21)

kdshelli Z lshelli

gshelliNA

hshellimi

1K
lshelliNp

lshelliNp C kpiiP
w
i CkpjiP

w
j

 �
½i�w C2ktw½R�w

0
B@

1
CA

(22)

Where kpji and kpji are the propagation rate kinetic constants for

homopolymerization and copolymerization of AEMH

and styrene; [i]w is the concentration of monomer i in the

aqueous phase, and mi is the partition coefficient of i radicals in

the shell [13].

gshelli Z
kfiiP

shell
i CkfjiP

shell
j

� �
½i�p

vpNADp

(23)

Where, kfij are the chain transfer kinetic constants of i radicals

to j monomer. In Eq. (22), there are two more parameters,

defined as follows:

hshelli Z
kpiiP

shell
i CkpjiP

shell
j

� �
½i�p

Dp

(24)

lshelli Z
4pDwrpcore

1 C Dw

Dh
C Dw

Dpmi

1
rpcore

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hshelli

p
coth rpcore

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hshelli

p
ð ÞK1

(25)
3.5. Gel effect inside latex particles

The decrease in termination rate constant with increasing

polymer fraction is one of the major factors influencing

polymerization kinetics (gel effect) [14]. The termination rate

constant in the particle is obtained from the termination kinetic

constant modified by a gel effect parameter (g2):

ktp Z ktSSg2 (26)
where ktp is the termination rate constant in the particle; ktSS is

the termination kinetic constant for styrene homopolymeriza-

tion; and g2 is the gel effect parameter.

The empirical correlation proposed by Friis and Hamielec

[15] for styrene polymerization at 70 8C did not fit well our

experimental data. Gilbert [16] stated that the termination

constant found for one system or conversion cannot generally

be used in analyzing the kinetic of another. Therefore, in this

work the experimental relationship between gel effect and

conversion used for styrene is:

g2 Z exp KBXp

� �
(27)

where B is an adjustable parameter and Xp is the conversion in

the particle.
3.6. Monomer partitioning

In order to calculate the monomer concentrations in the

different phases, it was assumed that:

(i) Monomer partitioning was given by thermodynamic

equilibrium.

(ii) The concentrations of the monomers in the polymer

particles were homogeneous throughout the particle

radius.

(iii) There were no monomer droplets in the reactor because

semicontinuous emulsion polymerizations under

starved conditions were carried out.

The concentrations of the monomers in aqueous phase and

polymer particles can be calculated by solving the following

equations:

Ki
wp Z

V
p
i =Vp

Vw
i =Vw

; i Z S;A (28)

Vi Z V
p
i CVw

i ; i Z S;A (29)

Vw Z W CVw
S CVw

A (30)

Vp Z Vpol CV
p
S CV

p
A (31)

Where Ki
wp is the particle/aqueous-phase partition coefficient

for monomer i, V
j
i is the volume of monomer i in phase j, Vw

and Vp are the volumes of aqueous phase and polymer particles,

respectively, W is the volume of water, and Vpol is the volume

of polymer.
3.7. Surface charge density

The mathematical model presented in this work assumed

that the total surface charge density is given by the sum of the

surface amidine groups provided by the cationic initiator and

the amino groups provided by the cationic monomer.

sTOTAL Z sAMIDINE CsAMINO (32)



Fig. 1. Instantaneous conversions (a) and average number of radicals per

particle (b) for the semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion homopolymeriza-

tion of styrene. (C) Experimental data in reaction AE0, (– – –) prediction

using the expression for the gel effect proposed by Friis et al. [15] and (—)

prediction using a new expression with the adjustable parameter BZ8.41.
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sAMIDINE Z s0 C
FmolAMIDINE

Ap

(33)

sAMINO Z
FmolAMINO

Ap

(34)

where F is Faraday’s constant; s0 is the surface charge density

provided by the surface amidine groups on the seed particles;

molAMIDINE and molAMINO are the amounts of amidine and

amino groups on the surface of polymer particles, and Ap is the

total surface area of the latex particles.

In Eqs. (33) and (34), the values of molAMIDINE and

molAMINO were determined as follows:

molAMIDINE Z FSURFACE
AMIDINE ½2f ðI0 CFI KIÞ� (35)

where I0 is the initial amount of initiator in the reactor, and

FSURFACE
AMIDINE is the ratio between the amidine surface groups and

the total amidine groups in particles. The total amidine groups

in the particles are not only located on the particle surface, they

are also buried inside the polymer particles. In order to quantify

the amidine groups on the surface, an experimental relationship

between FSURFACE
AMIDINE and the ratio AEMH/styrene feed was

found. This relationship will be shown later.

molAMINO Z FSHELL
AMINO½FA KA� (36)

FSHELL
AMINO Z

APARTICLES

APARTICLES CAWATER

(37)

Where FPARTICLE
AMINO is the fraction of cationic monomer

polymerized in the outer shell, and APARTICLES and AWATER

are the quantities of cationic monomer reacted in the outer shell

and in the aqueous phase, respectively. The mass balance for

AEMH is given by the following equations:
Table 1

Non-adjustable parameters values

kpSSZ4.77!105 cm3 molK1 sK1

ktSSZ7.0!1010 cm3 molK1 sK1

kfSSZ46 cm3 molK1 sK1

kI Z6.67!10K4 sK1

fZ0.65

KS
wpZ1629

DpZ2!10K6 cm2 sK1

DhZ10K5 cm2 sK1

DwZ2!10K5 cm2 sK1

mSZ70

kfAAZ11100 cm3 molK1 sK1

KA
wpZ0.91

Table 2

Adjustable parameters values

BZ8.41

kpAAZ2.78!106 cm3 molK1 sK1

rSAZ2.31

rASZ6.84

ktAAZ1.45!1011 cm3 molK1 sK1

mAZ29

b/aZ2.30
dAPARTICLES

dt
ZK kpSAPshell

S CkpAAPshell
A

� �
½ �R�shellVshell½A�p

Np

NA

(38)

dAWATER

dt
ZKkpAA½R�wVw½A�w (39)
Fig. 2. (Surface/total) amidinegroups ratio ðFSURFACE
AMIDINE Þ versus (AEMH/S) fed ratio

for reactions (C) AE0, (:) AE2, (%) AE4, ( ) AE6, (;) AE8 and (&) AE10.



Fig. 3. Overall conversion for the semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion

homopolymerization of styrene in reaction AE0. (C) experimental data and

(—) model prediction.

Fig. 4. Partial overall conversions for the semicontinuous seeded cationic

emulsion copolymerization of S and AEMH in reaction AE2. Styrene data: (:)

experimental and (—) model prediction. AEMH data: (O) experimental and

(– – – –) model prediction.

Fig. 5. Partial overall conversions for the semicontinuous seeded cationic

emulsion copolymerization of S and AEMH in reaction AE4. Styrene data: (%)

experimental and (—) model prediction. AEMH data: ($) experimental and

(– – – –) model prediction.

Fig. 6. Partial overall conversions for the semicontinuous seeded cationic

emulsion copolymerization of S and AEMH in reaction AE6. Styrene data: ( )

experimental and (—) model prediction. AEMH data: ( ) experimental and

(– – – –) model prediction.
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All the parameters appearing in these two equations were

described in Eq. (6).
3.8. Model parameters

In the mathematical model described above, the values of

several parameters and physicochemical constants are

required. The parameters considered as non-adjustable are

shown in Table 1. These values were obtained from the

literature or from experimental results. The propagation and

termination constants (kpSS and ktSS) and the partition

coefficient ðKS
wpÞ for styrene were taken from Mendoza et al.

[12]. The chain transfer constants for styrene and AEMH (kfSS

and kfAA) were taken from Ganachaud et al. [17]. The diffusion

rate coefficient in the polymer particles, hairy layer, and

aqueous phase (Dp, Dh and Dw) and the partition coefficient of

styrene radical" in the shell (mS) were taken from Asua [13].

The rate coefficient for initiator decomposition (kI) was taken

from Wako Chemical GmbH [18]. Finally, the efficiency factor
Fig. 7. Partial overall conversions for the semicontinuous seeded cationic

emulsion copolymerization of S and AEMH in reaction AE8. Styrene data: (;)

experimental and (—) model prediction. AEMH data: (P) experimental and

(– – – –) model prediction.



Fig. 8. Partial overall conversions for the semicontinuous seeded cationic

emulsion copolymerization of S and AEMH in reaction AE10. Styrene data:

(&) experimental and (—) model prediction. AEMH data: (,) experimental

and (– – – –) model prediction.

Fig. 9. Surface charge densities for reaction AE2: sTOTAL (B) experimental

and (—) model prediction, sAMIDINE (:) experimental and (– – – –) model

prediction, and sAMINO (O) experimental and (– –) model prediction.
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of the cationic initiator (f) and the particle/aqueous-phase

partition coefficient for the cationic monomer AEMH ðKA
wpÞ

were calculated as in a previous article [3].

The adjustable parameters used in this model are shown in

Table 2. The estimation of these parameters was carried out

using the method proposed by Nelder and Mead [19] by

minimizing the residual sum of squares between the

experimental data and model predictions for the partial overall

conversions.
4. Results and discussions

The reactions used in this work were carried out by means of

a semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion polymerization

under starved conditions for styrene, the main monomer used

[3]. Monomer-starved conditions are generally defined as the

conditions under which the instantaneous conversion is greater

than 90% [20]. This means that the concentration of polymer in

latex particles is much higher than the monomer concentration,

causing a diffusion-controlled termination process. In Fig. 1,

the solids dots show the experimental instantaneous conversion

(a) and the average number of radicals per particle (b) for the

semicontinuous seeded cationic emulsion polymerization of

styrene in reaction AE0 (this reaction is a homopolymerization

of styrene). The first approach in our model was the

introduction of the general expression for the gel effect

proposed by Friis et al. [15] at 70 8C. As can be seen, this
Table 3

Predicted values for the thickness of the outer shell (d) in the different

polymerizations

Reaction Ratio (AEMH/S)(%) d (nm)

AE0 0 0

AE2 2 1.7

AE4 4 1.9

AE6 6 2.2

AE8 8 2.5

AE10 10 2.8
expression (discontinuous line) did not fit the experimental

data obtained in reaction AE0 well. The experimental

conversions and the average number of radicals per particle

ð �nÞ were higher than the values predicted by the simulation

curves, indicating that the termination constant (kt) calculated

from their values was greater than the kt observed under our

experimental conditions. In order to improve the model

predictions, the experimental relationship between the gel

effect and instantaneous conversion shown in Eq. (27) was

used. In this equation, the adjustable parameter B is 8.41, and

the predictions for instantaneous conversion and ñ are shown in

Fig. 1 by the solid line.

Although the amount of cationic initiator added was the

same in all reactions, it was observed and reported [3] that the

amount of amidine groups on the particle surface was higher

when the amount of cationic monomer (AEMH) fed increased.

This implies that the functional monomer (AEMH) has some

effect on the number of amidine groups provided by the

cationic initiator. In Fig. 2, the ratio between the amidine
Fig. 10. Surface charge densities for reaction AE4: sTOTAL (B) experimental

and (—) model prediction, sAMIDINE (%) experimental and (– – – –) model

prediction, and sAMINO ($) experimental and (– –) model prediction.



Fig. 11. Surface charge densities for reaction AE6: sTOTAL (B) experimental

and (—) model prediction, sAMIDINE ( ) experimental and (– – – –) model

prediction, and sAMINO ( ) experimental and (– –) model prediction.

Fig. 13. Surface charge densities for reaction AE10: sTOTAL (B) experimental

and (—) model prediction, sAMIDINE (&) experimental and (– – – –) model

prediction, and sAMINO (,) experimental and (– –) model prediction.
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groups on the particle surface to the total amidine groups in

particles ðFSURFACE
AMIDINE Þ, versus the ratio (AEMH/S) fed for the

different polymerizations carried out is shown. The data for the

different reactions can be fitted by a quadratic equation with

M0Z0.39905, M1ZK5.3181 and M3Z116.23. This equation

was employed in the mathematic model in order to predict the

surface charge density due to the amidine groups.

In order to validate the mathematical model, experimental

data from reactions carried out by means of a semicontinuous

seeded cationic polymerization varying the amount of cationic

monomer (AEMH) fed were used. In Figs. 3–8, the

experimental and theoretical evolutions of the partial overall

conversions for the different polymerizations carried out are

shown. As can be seen, the model predicts the experimental

data for both monomers quite well in all reactions. In the case

of styrene, the evolutions of its partial overall conversion

predicted by the model are insensitive to the increasing amount

of AEMH fed. These results agree with previously reported

experimental data [3]. However, in the case of AEMH, the

evolutions of its partial overall conversion are affected by
Fig. 12. Surface charge densities for reaction AE8: sTOTAL (B) experimental

and (—) model prediction, sAMIDINE (;) experimental and (– – – –) model

prediction, and sAMINO (P) experimental and (– –) model prediction.
the amount of cationic monomer added. The model predicts an

increase in the overall conversion for the cationic monomer

when the amount of AEMH fed increased in the reaction.

Furthermore, our model predicts a limiting conversion for

AEMH in all reactions due to chain transfer reactions [3].

Pichot et al. [17] found a strong chain transferring activity of

the non-protected AEMH form (AEM), even if there is a small

amount of AEM in the system (pH 3). As can be seen in

Table 1, the transfer rate constant to AEMH monomer is 250

times higher than that of styrene. The radical chain transfer to

AEM occurs in the aqueous phase and on the particle surface

(outer shell), because the cationic monomer is hydrophilic.

In Table 3, the predictions for the thickness of the outer shell

(d) for the different polymerization reactions carried out are

shown. This d value increased when the amount of AEMH fed

increased, which means that on increasing the cationic

monomer concentration, the copolymerization extent in the

outer shell is higher. However, the thickness of the outer shell

is much smaller than the diameter of the particles. This implies

that most of the styrene homopolymerizes in the core and only

a small amount copolymerizes in the outer shell. Therefore, in

our model, the styrene conversion is not affected by the transfer

reactions to AEMH, but the polymerization in the water phase

and on the particle surface (outer shell) are.

Furthermore, the model presented can predict some

colloidal features of the semicontinuous seeded cationic

emulsion copolymerization of styrene and AEMH. From

Figs. 9–13, the total surface charge density (sTOTAL) and the

partial ones provided by the cationic initiator (sAMIDINE) and

the cationic monomer (sAMINO) are shown for the different

reactions carried out. The model predictions fit the experimen-

tal data for all reactions very well, especially in the case of

sAMINO provided by surface amino groups. Moreover, the

model is sensitive to the amount of surface amidine groups

with the increasing feed ratio of cationic monomer through the

experimental relationship shown in Fig. 2. When the amount of

AEMH fed increases, the surface amidine groups estimated by

the model increase. Therefore, this model can predict the best
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conditions to obtain well-defined latexes with specific amounts

of surface amino and amidine groups.

5. Conclusions

A mathematical model for a semicontionuous seeded cationic

emulsion polymerization was developed. The model includes the

most distinctive features of the copolymerization of a cationic

hydrophilic monomer (AEMH) with a hydrophobic one (styrene),

including polymerization of AEMH in the outer shell of polymer

particles and in the aqueous phase, and the possibility of having

radical concentration profiles in the polymer particles.

The model predicts the evolution of the fractional overall

conversions, the thickness of the outer shell, the total surface

charge density and the partial ones. Furthermore, the model can

distinguish between the surface charge density provided by the

cationic monomer from that given by the cationic initiator.
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